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Steer the company towards the future

Quentic Sustainability gives you the opportunity to assess the social, ecological and economic
aspects of your company and thus create the basis for the communication with your stakeholders.
By connecting everyone involved through a shared platform you enhance the collaboration and
the exchange of information. Indicators from vastly different areas can be easily combined.
Assess company activities and their effects
Analyze figures, indicators, prospects and risks
Conduct the reporting without any hassle
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The fitting indicators
Climate protection, working conditions, supply chains? Determine which sustainability aspects apply to your company and how they need to be analyzed. If you wish, standardized indicator catalogs, e. g. according to GRI, serve as a
solid basis which you can build on by adding individual indicators. Complex indicators for automatic calculations can
be effortlessly created in the formula editor.

Individual reporting, organized centrally
Who needs to report what and when, is planned centrally and on a long-term basis. Whenever needed, you can use
the convenient email function to instantly inform the people involved. Thus, you create clear-cut responsibilities,
without needing additional separate consultations. The well-arranged reporting plan allows you to stay on top of all
reporting tasks and to see how far an ongoing reporting process has progressed.

High data quality for all areas
When a colleague is given a reporting task, they can take care of it right from within their personal overview. Everyone involved can transmit their data simultaneously and independently of place and time, which makes the division
of labor very smooth. The standardized procedure ensures that all data is consistent and reliable, as the indicators
from the different departments are completely, instantaneously and traceably brought together.

Evaluations by the click of a mouse
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After the collected information has been approved, it can be processed. Various types of evaluations enable you
to bring the content together under various aspects. This makes it easier to derive strategic decisions and effective
follow-up actions. The resulting illustrative tables and charts serve as basis for the sustainability report for the various
stakeholders.
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F E AT U R E S

Areas of action and indicators
Definition of sustainability indicators for the reporting
Embedding of standardized indicators possible,
e. g. according to GRI
Differentiation between qualitative and quantitative
indicators: input of numerical values, monetary information,
text entry, multiple choice selection
Generation of complex indicators via formula editor,
automatic calculation

Planning and organization of
the reporting
Inquiry intervals to ensure regular reporting
Determining of departments and positions in charge of data
collection
Defining required input, in case of data deviations
Regulation of the approval process
Automatic information of all people in charge by email

Opportunity for multi-level inquiries, customized to the
corresponding answers

Reporting schedule provides overview of the current progress
of the reporting

Data collection and release

Evaluation and report generation

Data transmission directly and simultaneously between
everyone involved

Comprehensive evaluations via charts and tables for all
indicators

Structured, centralized data storage for targeted access in
accordance with individual user rights

Automatic conversion algorithms allow for flexibility when
entering and combining indicators in different measuring units

Options for data validation

Taking into account developments of exchange rates enables
exact conversion of monetary values into any currency

Data release, including a recording of the approval process
Revision history makes every edit permanently traceable

Health & Safety

Online
Instructions

Risks & Audits

Processes

Quentic Core

Environmental
Management

Export of the results into MS Word and MS Excel

Quentic App

Quentic—software made to order

Hazardous
Materials

Legal Compliance

Sustainability

Quentic supports your health & safety,
environmental, energy and sustainability
management. Featuring a module-based
structure, this online software can be used
in many different ways. Simply combine the
desired modules to create your individual
made-to-order tool.

Quentic Platform
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